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In Practical PHP Web 2.0 Applications, PHP, MySQL, CSS, XHTML, and JavaScript/Ajax development techniques are brought
together to show you how to create the hottest PHP web applications, from planning and design up to final implementation, without
going over unnecessary basics that will hold you back. This book includes must-have application features such as search
functionality, maps, blogs, dynamic image galleries, and personalized user areas. It covers everything in a practical, tutorial style
so you can start working on your own projects as quickly as possible.
???19???,??PHP???????????PHP???PHP???????PHP????PHP???????PHP???????PHP??????Ajax?XML???????PHP?MySQL?
???????
Use new features of PHP 7 to solve practical, real-world problems faced by PHP developers like yourself every day. About This
Book This course covers the new features of version 7.x, best practices for server-side programming, and MVC frameworks
Leverage the potential of PHP for server-side programming, memory management, and Object-Oriented Programming to improve
your programming productivity This course also illustrates the development of a complete modular application using PHP 7 in
detail Who This Book Is For If you are an aspiring web developer, mobile developer, or back-end programmer, who has basic
experience in PHP programming and wants to develop performance-critical applications, then this course is for you. It will take
your PHP programming skills to next level. What You Will Learn Solve practical real-world programming problems using PHP 7
Discover where and when PHP 5 code needs to be re-written to avoid backwards-compatibility breaks Use advanced PHP 7
features such as the Abstract Syntax Tree, Uniform Variable Syntax, Scalar Type Hints, Generator Delegation, Anonymous
Classes, and the Context Sensitive Lexer Set up a high performance development and production environment for PHP 7
Discover new OOP features in PHP 7 to achieve high performance Discover the new features of PHP 7 that are relevant to
modular application development Explore the ins and outs of the Symfony framework Build a set of modules based on the
Symfony framework that comprise a simple web shop app In Detail PHP is a great language for developing web applications. It is
essentially a server-side scripting language. PHP 7 is the latest version, providing major backward-compatibility breaks and
focusing on improved performance and speed. This course follows a learning path which is divided into three modules. Each
module is a mini course in its own right, taking your basic PHP programing skills to the next level by showing you intermediate to
advanced PHP techniques with a focus on PHP 7. This way, get you equipped with the tools and skills required to develop
professional and efficient applications for your websites and enterprises. The first module of the book is a programming cookbook
that consists over 80 recipes! Each recipe is designed to solve practical, real-world problems faced by PHP developers like
yourself every day. This course also covers new ways of writing PHP code made possible only in version 7. The second module of
the course is designed to improve the performance and productivity of your application. We'll introduce you to the concepts of
Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) in PHP 7, then shed some light on how to improve the performance of your PHP 7
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applications and database. Throughout this module you will be introduced to benchmarking tools. With all important concepts of
PHP covered up you will move on to third module. In this module you will gain a deep insight into the modular programming
paradigm and how to achieve modularity in your PHP code. Modular design techniques help you build readable, manageable,
reusable, and more efficient codes. PHP 7, which is a popular open source scripting language, is used to build modular functions
for your software. This Learning Path combines some of the best that Packt has to offer in one complete, curated package. It
includes content from the following Packt products: PHP 7 Programming Cookbook, Doug Bierer Learning PHP 7 High
Performance, Altaf Hussain Modular Programming with PHP 7, Branko Ajzele Style and approach This book takes a practical, stepby-step approach with real-world examples that serve as building blocks for your application development and guide you through
improving the quality of your code.
This book is intended for anyone starting out with PHP programming. If you’ve previously worked in another programming
language such as Java, C#, or Perl, you’ll probably pick up the concepts in the earlier chapters quickly; however, the book
assumes no prior experience of programming or of building Web applications. That said, because PHP is primarily a Web
technology, it will help if you have at least some knowledge of other Web technologies, particularly HTML and CSS. Many Web
applications make use of a database to store data, and this book contains three chapters on working with MySQL databases.
Once again, if you’re already familiar with databases in general — and MySQL in particular — you’ll be able to fly through these
chapters. However, even if you’ve never touched a database before in your life, you should still be able to pick up a working
knowledge by reading through these chapters.
Advanced PHP for Flash is the follow-up to the hugely popular Foundation PHP for Flash. The main aim of this book is to extend
the reader's knowledge of using PHP and MySQL to produce dynamic content for Flash. Essentially, it picks up the baton from the
first book and runs with it until there's no more road. The book takes the reader from being an intermediate to an advanced
PHP/Flash developer, and helps them create some awesome Flash-based web applications along the way. It covers the core PHP
features, as well as some exciting extras, that follow on directly from the knowledge gained in the first chapter, and show the
reader how to use them in real-world applications. This book covers: Sessions File Uploading Advanced MySQL Socket Functions
PHP and XML Ming Plus fully functional case studies This book is aimed squarely at those readers who want to create dynamic
Flash-based web applications, and especially at those who have finished the first book and are hungry for more. As this book is
pitched at those with an intermediate knowledge of PHP (and a decent grasp of MySQL) it has the advantage of being useful to
both programmers and those coming over from the first book.
?????16?,???12????????,4????????.???????,????????,?????????????,?????????.???????????,????????????,????,?????????,?"?
??""????"?"?PHP??"?,???????????????,????????.
??????????????????????,PHP????????????,MySQL?Redis???????????,PHP???????????,??????PDO,Web???????,???????,????
?????Laravel 5.5????,????????????,????????EUDPlayer,????????.
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* One of the first books devoted solely to PHP security * Covers a wide swath of both defensive and proactive security measures, showing
readers how to create captchas, validate email, fend off SQL injection attacks, and more * Methods discussed are compatible with PHP 3, 4,
and 5
???????????????????????.???????,?????????????IT????????????(?????,??,??,?,??,???,???,???,???????),???????????????,?????????????
,????,????,?? APP,???????.
Transit from monolithic architectures to highly available, scalable, and fault-tolerant microservices About This Book Build your own
applications based on event-driven microservices and set them up on a production server. Successfully transform any monolithic application
into a microservice. Monitor the health of your application, prevent downtime, and reduce costs. Who This Book Is For PHP developers who
want to build scalable, highly available, and secure applications will find this book useful. No knowledge of microservices is assumed. What
You Will Learn Set up a development environment using the right strategies and tools. Learn about application design and structure to start
implementing your application. Transform a monolithic application into microservices. Explore the best way to start implementing your
application using testing. Understand how to monitor your microservices, handle errors, and debug the application. Deploy your finished
application into a production environment and learn how to solve common problems. Know how to scale your application based on
microservices once it is up–and-running. In Detail The world is moving away from bulky, unreliable, and high-maintenance PHP applications,
to small, easy-to-maintain and highly available microservices and the pressing need is for PHP developers to understand the criticalities in
building effective microservices that scale at large. This book will be a reliable resource, and one that will help you to develop your skills and
teach you techniques for building reliable microservices in PHP. The book begins with an introduction to the world of microservices, and
quickly shows you how to set up a development environment and build a basic platform using Docker and Vagrant. You will then get into the
different design aspects to be considered while building microservices in your favorite framework and you will explore topics such as testing,
securing, and deploying microservices. You will also understand how to migrate a monolithic application to the microservice architecture while
keeping scalability and best practices in mind. Furthermore you will get into a few important DevOps techniques that will help you progress on
to more complex domains such as native cloud development, as well as some interesting design patterns. By the end of this book you will be
able to develop applications based on microservices in an organized and efficient way. You will also gain the knowledge to transform any
monolithic applications into microservices. Style and approach Filled with code that you can start typing straightaway, this book will take you
through building, testing, securing, and deploying microservices in the most practical way possible. The focus of the book is more inclined
towards showing you how it's done, rather than with what to do, although you will get a good idea of those tools most widely used to build
microservices.
This comprehensive manual covers the basic core of the language, with lots of practical examples of some of the more recent and useful
features available in version 5.0. MySQL database creation and development is also covered, as it is the developer database most commonly
used alongside PHP. It will be an invaluable book for professionals wanting to use PHP to develop their own dynamic web pages.
???????PHP 5.5?????,???????????.????10?,????PHP????,PHP????,PHP??????,PHP????????,??PHP????,MySQL?????,PHP??MySQL???,
PHP??????,PHP????,??????????????.
The PHP Quick Scripting Reference is a condensed scripting code and syntax reference to the PHP scripting language, the most popular
Web scripting language in use today. It presents the essential PHP script in a well-organized format that can be used as a handy reference.
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You won’t find any technical jargon, bloated samples, drawn out history lessons or witty stories in this book. What you will find is a Web
scripting language reference that is concise, to the point and highly accessible. The book is packed with useful information and is a musthave for any PHP programmer or Web developer In the PHP Quick Scripting Reference, you will find: A concise reference to the PHP
scripting language syntax. Short, simple and focused code examples. A well laid out table of contents and a comprehensive index allowing
easy review.
????21??????????????????PHP????????????????26???4????PHP?????PHP???MySQL??????Smarty????5?25????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????RSS??????
?????21???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????26???????????????????PHP?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????Windows XP?Windows 2000?Windows Server 2003?Linux???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??
Xi shuo PHP
Aided by three key elements: object fundamentals, design principles, and best practices, you'll learn how to develop elegant and rock solid
systems using PHP. The 5th edition of this popular book has been fully updated for PHP 7, including replacing the PEAR package manager
with Composer, and new material on Vagrant and PHP standards. It provides a solid grounding in PHP's support for objects, it builds on this
foundation to instill core principles of software design and then covers the tools and practices needed to develop, test and deploy robust
code. PHP Objects, Patterns, and Practice begins by covering PHP's object-oriented features. It introduces key topics including class
declaration, inheritance, reflection and much more. The next section is devoted to design patterns. It explains the principles that make
patterns powerful. The book covers many of the classic design patterns and includes chapters on enterprise and database patterns. The last
segment of the book covers the tools and practices that can help turn great code into a successful project. The section shows how to manage
multiple developers and releases with git, how to manage builds and dependencies with Composer. It also explores strategies for automated
testing and continuous integration. What You'll Learn Work with object fundamentals: writing classes and methods, instantiating objects,
creating powerful class hierarchies using inheritance. Master advanced object-oriented features, including static methods and properties,
managing error conditions with exceptions, and creating abstract classes and interfaces. Learn about the new object-oriented features
introduced by PHP 7 and why they matter for your code. Understand and use design principles to deploy objects and classes effectively in
your projects. Discover a set of powerful patterns that you can deploy in your own projects. Guarantee a successful project including unit
testing; version control, build, installation and package management; and continuous integration. Who This Book is For This book is suitable
for anyone with at least a basic knowledge of PHP who wants to use its object-oriented features in their projects. Those who already know
their interfaces from their abstracts may well still find it hard to use these features in their systems. They will benefit from the book's emphasis
on design. They will learn how to choose and combine the participants of a system; how to read design patterns and how to use them in their
code. Finally this book is for PHP coders who want to learn about the practices and tools (version control, testing, continuous integration, etc)
that can make projects safe, elegant and stable.
?PHP??????????4????52??????BCTY365?????????????????????????????????????????????????365???????????????51???10??????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The definitive reference to over 1,000 PHP functions and features includes complete coverage of PHP 4, including extensive coverage of
Zend. Every PHP function is clearly illustrated with detailed examples.
Leverage the power of Reactive Programming in PHP About This Book Develop an interesting multiplayer browser game written in RxJS and
re-implement it using RxPHP Enhance existing reactive applications by building a CLI tool combining Symfony Console Implement Gearman
and Rabbit MQ for asynchronous communication Who This Book Is For This book is aimed at people with a solid knowledge of PHP and
programming languages in general. We also assume they have at least a little experience with other technologies such as JavaScript,
Node.js, and others. What You Will Learn How to work with the RxPHP library and see what it offers via many examples Use the RxPHP
library in combination with Symfony Console The different approaches to using Symfony3's Event Dispatcher component Test your reactive
PHP code using PHPUnit Analyze PHP source code and apply a custom set of rules by building a CLI tool In Detail Reactive Programming
helps us write code that is concise, clear, and readable. Combining the power of reactive programming and PHP, one of the most widely used
languages, will enable you to create web applications more pragmatically. PHP Reactive Programming will teach you the benefits of reactive
programming via real-world examples with a hands-on approach. You will create multiple projects showing RxPHP in action alone and in
combination with other libraries. The book starts with a brief introduction to reactive programming, clearly explaining the importance of
building reactive applications. You will use the RxPHP library, built a reddit CLI using it, and also re-implement the Symfony3 Event
Dispatcher with RxPHP. You will learn how to test your RxPHP code by writing unit tests. Moving on to more interesting aspects, you will
implement a web socket backend by developing a browser game. You will learn to implement quite complex reactive systems while avoiding
pitfalls such as circular dependencies by moving the RxJS logic from the frontend to the backend. The book will then focus on writing
extendable RxPHP code by developing a code testing tool and also cover Using RxPHP on both the server and client side of the application.
With a concluding chapter on reactive programming practices in other languages, this book will serve as a complete guide for you to start
writing reactive applications in PHP. Style and approach This book will teach readers how to build reactive applications in a step-by-step
manner. It will also present several examples of reactive applications implemented with different frameworks.
Most web applications are changed and adapted quite frequently and quickly. Their environment, for example the size and the behavior of the
user base, are constantly changing. What was sufficient yesterday can be insufficient today. Especially in a web environment it is important to
monitor and continuously improve the internal quality not only when developing, but also when maintaining the software. Jenkins is the
leading open-source continuous integration server. Thanks to its thriving plugin ecosystem, it supports building and testing virtually any
project. This book explains how you can leverage Jenkins to monitor the various aspects of software quality in a PHP software project.
???????????????????PHP?????????????????Ajax??????PHP???????PHP???????PHP??????PHP????????????????

This book covers the basics of PHP and MySQL along with introductions to advanced topics including object-oriented
programming and how to build Web sites that incorporate authentication and security. After you complete this course,
you will be able to use PHP and MySQL to build professional quality, database-driven Web sites. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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??????????,??PHP??????????,??????????????????,??????????,??????PHP??????????Web??????.????17?,????PHP??
??????.?????PHP?????,PHP?????,PHP?????,PHP?????????,PHP?????????,?????,PHP????????,????,????PHP??BroP
HP 2.0?.?????????????????,???????????.
This is a clear, concise guide to the synergies between XML and PHP, many of which are not immediately visible to
intermediate developers. The book demonstrates how PHP and XML can be combined to build cutting-edge Web
applications. It includes detailed explanations of PHP's XML extensions, together with illustrations of using PHP to parse,
validate and transform XML markup.
How to create dynamic web environments using the PHP language and the MySQL database! If you are familiar with the
syntax for C, C++ and Java, then PHP will seem very familiar. Once you have got up to speed with this HTML embedded
scripting language, you will soon be creating dynamic HTML database-enabled web pages quickly and easily. This quick
and practical introduction explains: - how PHP works and what a dynamic web page is; - the software development
environment; - the syntax and features of the language; - how PHP can be integrated with MySQL databases; - dynamic
database applications. Clearly written, this book provides you with all the essential information you need to create your
own dynamic web environments using PHP. Additional material is available from the Essential series web site:
http://www.essential-series.com
Teaches every PHP developer how to increase the performance and functionality of PHP- based websites, programs and
applications.
* Offers fifty practical and secure PHP applications that readers can immediately put to use * Explains the entire life cycle
of each PHP application, including requirements, design, development, maintenance, and tuning * Reviews application
development line-by-line and module-by-module to help readers understand specific coding practices and requirements *
Applications can be readily adapted to many real-world business situations * CD-ROM contains fifty ready-to-use PHP
applications, an evaluation version of Zend tools, and the latest versions of PHP, Apache, and MySQL
Dreamweaver CS4 is a massive step forward in terms of integration with the rest of the CS4 suite (Flash, Fireworks,
Photoshop, etc.), and also includes whole host of exciting features of its own. The Essential Guide to Dreamweaver CS4
with CSS, Ajax, and PHP concentrates on getting the most out of Dreamweaver CS4, rather than going into every menu
item and toolbar icon. The emphasis is on developing websites compliant with the latest web standards, using CSS,
JavaScript libraries (with particular emphasis on Spry, Adobe's implementation of Ajax), and PHP. The book covers all
aspects of the new user interface, including workspace layouts, iconic panels, the related documents feature, Live View,
Code Navigator, and Live Code. It also shows how to use the improved CSS editing features, and JavaScript code
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introspection. There is also coverage of other new features, such as version control through Subversion integration, and
the improved support for Photoshop integration through the use of Smart Objects. Takes you through your development
environment set up Covers everything you need to create both standards compliant web sites, and dynamic web
applications Teaches real world techniques using a series of step by step tutorials
??????????PHP
7?????????????????????PHP?MySQL??????????????????????????????????????????????PHP????????
???21???????PHP 7??????PHP????????PHP??????PHP????????????????????????????????????????PHP?Web?????
???????????????Cookie??????MySQL?????????????????????????????????PHP??MySQL?????????????????????????
?????????????? ????PHP?MySQL??????????????????????????????????????
?????5?20?,????PHP????,?????????,??????,?????,PHP??,?????,?????????,PHP?????????;????phpMyAdmin???????,?
?phpMyAdmin??????????,PHP??MySQL???,PDO???????PHP???????,???PHP?????????????????;????????PHP?????,
??????,???????????????????????,?????????????.
If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this book takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, databasedriven websites with PHP and MySQL. Learn how to build a database, manage your content, and interact with users
through queries and web forms. With step-by-step tutorials, real-world examples, and jargon-free explanations, you’ll
soon discover the power of server-side programming. The important stuff you need to know: Get a running start. Write
PHP scripts and create a web form right away. Learn the language. Get up to speed on PHP and SQL syntax quickly.
Build a database. Use MySQL to store user information and other data. Make it dynamic. Create pages that change with
each new viewing. Be ready for mistakes. Plan error messages to help direct users. Manage your content. Use the file
system to access user data, including images and other binary files. Control operations. Create an administrative
interface to oversee your site.
* Covers why users need PHP, how to get started, how to add PHP to HTML, and how to connect HTML Web pages to
MySQL or Oracle databases. * Authors have extensive experience using PHP and provide case studies of how and
where to use PHP. * Covers advanced topics, such as HTTP, cookies, Web services, redirection, building graphics, and
sessions.
Versi PDF atau Pembayaran Lewat Paypal/BCA/Mandiri disini: http://shop.vitraining.co OpenERP / Odoo provides an
application programming interface using it's XML-RPC webservices. The service is ready to be accessed by any
programming language that is capable on communication through XML-RPC interface. This book explain in details on
how to setup, configure, and do the integration of external system into OpenERP/ Odoo. Started with the OpenERP
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installation steps both for Linux and Windows, then PHP XAMPP installation for both operating systems, and the required
preparation steps to take in order that the systems are ready to be integrated together. Taking PHP as the interfacing
scripting languange using it's XML-RPC library, this book explains how to create a PHP class that contains methods for
login, search, read, create, delete, and update data stored on OpenERP. Then how to use that class for real life example
on accessing a legacy MySQL database and importing the data into OpenERP, and managing the status of already
imported data. PHP provides a wide variety of object oriented frameworks, so this book also explain on how to use the
class from inside a PHP framework, taking Yii Framework as an example. At the end of the topics, it's explained on how
to automate the integration process periodically. In Linux we utilize the cron job, and in Windows we use the Task
Scheduler. The book is live, downloadable, and purchasable from Google Play store, but you can also purchase it directly
from http://vitraining.com/shop where payment can be made in local Indonesian bank. About the writer =>
http://vitraining.com/akhmad-daniel-sembiring/ Table of Contents Case Study and Objectives Backgrounds Objectives
Architecture and Design The Database Structure The Scripting Languange OpenERP Installation on Ubuntu Linux
PostgreSQL Installation Install the Python Modules Download the Source Code Extract the Source Code Configure and
Run the Server Configure OpenERP to Run as a Service Apache, MySQL, and PHP Installation on Linux Installing
Apache Installing MySQL Installing PHP PHP Modules See PHP on the Server OpenERP Installation on Windows
Download the Latest Installer Run the Installer XAMPP Installation for Windows Download XAMPP Installation Testing
and Securing XAMPP Preparations Create a Development Database Activate PHP Curl Module Testing the Curl Module
Installation of XML-RPC Library Download the XML-RPC Library Extract the xmlrpc-2.2.tar.gz File Project Folder Setup
The MyOpenERPLib Class Login Search Read Create Delete Write Create and Add New Records of one2many Fields
Write and Add More Records of one2many Fields Write and Change Data on the one2many Fields Summary Processing
Sales Order Data Create a MySQL Development Database Common Database Connection Importing Partners Importing
Products Importing Sale Order and Order Lines Executing Actions on the Server The exec() Method The searchAny()
Method Create the Order Confirm Script Integrating With Yii Framework Automating the Process The Wrapper Script
Setup on Linux Installing wget Cron Job Setup Setup on Windows Installing wget Task Scheduler Setup Conclusion
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